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Program rules and conditions

ALL STAR alliances are companies that work together with Aivo to develop business 
opportunities through a reseller contract model. ALL STAR alliances can develop through 
our solutions platform, integrate their solutions, or simply resell our product portfolio, as 
well as provide professional services to customers. (Partner reseller contract is 
administered).

To become a member of this program, the following conditions detailed below must be 
expressly accepted:

Margin:

• The PARTNER shall have a margin equivalent to a percentage of the AIVO list price, 
established according to the revenue threshold obtained.

• The margin percentage shall only apply to the price of AIVO Products and/or 
Services, and does not include any cost for suppliers or third party solutions contracted 
by AIVO (for example: WhatsApp channel, AI VIDEO, Aivo studio, etc.).

• If the PARTNER reaches the revenue level and threshold, the PARTNER shall obtain 
a larger margin of up to 35% of the AIVO list price or the price established by AIVO in 
individual negotiations.

Revenue Level and Threshold

• The PARTNER shall start with a margin of 20% on the MRR. In order to enter a new 
margin level, the PARTNER must reach the required MRR for that level.

• If the PARTNER decreases the turnover amount on MRR, the margin shall be 
adjusted to the corresponding threshold. Example: The PARTNER invoiced $53,000 MRR 
with a 30% margin and the following month, turnover dropped to $48,000. Going forward, 
the PARTNER will receive the margin for the previous threshold of 25% on all invoices.

• In order to calculate MRR, the amount invoiced and actually collected shall be 
considered as “revenue,” without discounting the applied margin as of the 20th day of 
each month (a period runs from the 21st day of one month to the 20th day of the following 
month). The new margin, if any, shall apply to invoices issued from the 21st day of each 
month, inclusive.


